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My Dear
 
yes! yor are the girl
untill I see you........
Oh! my beautiful wonder
It cannot be shown
And also I don't want
Because it should be felt
I feel with pleasure
Its a kind of beauty to
Receive a voiceless message
From your eyes
I'm the only one
To know the sign of your eyes
Which is in my mind
Always, like a waves
Like a flower in the plant
Like a fragrance in the flower
It's not just a flesh and blood
You always apart from my words
And we always apart from this world
I know I can live without you
But merely exist in the world
Yes! Dear you are the prettiest pretty
Till I leave from your eyes.
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The Rock
 
You are the rock
but you didn't exist as a rock.
Many chisel tried to break you
but you proved how strong you.
The trying abandon you
but you didn't stop to try.
you got the rewards of pain for us.
You dedicated your wealth for us.
You didn't enjoyed your life like us.
We didn't struggled in life like you.
You sacrificed your happiness
for our delights.
The life didn't made you perfect,
you engraved your life as perfect.
You are the pearl in the
peak of the mountain.
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Failure
 
we have two eyes like a
success and failure.
success shows our talents
failure leads us to recognize our mistakes.
We have to learn from our mistakes,
yes! it is the gift has given by failure.
Success makes us happy,
Failure motive us.
Behind every successful person
there is lots of unsuccessful years.
We will tired when we often failure
But it direct us towards the victory.
It makes us sweating, shining and
sit in  peak of the mountain.
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Bye Bye 26
 
The sky garden,
Decorating with stars,
The stars are looking,
Like a candles.
When the burning star,
Rise in morning,
The God announces that day,
Your birthday.
When the cuckoos are sing,
Peacocks dance,
The birds are
Present
Clapping through their wings,
Trees are
Present
Their flowers,
Flowers are
Present
Their fragments,
Clouds are
Strew 
The rose water,
The sea
Present
Its pearls,
The Angeles are
Present
Their crowns,
I'm also
Present
My poem
For you..........
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Fall As Falls
 
It born in crest.
And fall as falls in ravine.
It begins to receive a uneaven journey.
It speefly gollops on the rock.
And its force is scattered.
Over and over it rush.
Without the fatigue.
It precipitated the bygone way on rock.
It make a unique way to its victorious journey.
And passing so many barriers.
It runs calmly and precisely.
And gives energy to peddy field and animals.
The falls never fall.
It defeat the obstacles.
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A Flower
 
I was one of the flowers in my plant.
I was blooms with fragrant.
The bugs took honeys  from me.
The leaves are our delights.
A beautiful bird pecked my heart.
My tears bleeding as blood.
The pleasant breeze disastrous me.
The leaves are falls in my life.
The beautiful rain now as needle.
My fragrant departure with me.
So stalks, abandon me.
A huge leg of thunder treads on me.
The petal squeeze by others.
The Sun is incremate me.
I can't strive.
Without my plant.
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A Beautiful Sorrow
 
Oh my god you gave a soul to me,
also regrets to me.
I'm a blot of your creation,
i'm a heartless human
like a branchless tree.
I was blossomed in tomp,
i feel like a fragranceless flower.
The clouds are gives painful rain,
i'm a wounded fish i  con't swimm.
I'm a bird without wings,
but the world is force me to fly.
My tears is too hot than fire.
I'm not suit for the world or
the world is not suit for me.
Oh my god, please. please. please.
conclude my destiny.
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